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FREE MOVEMENT OF SERVICES IN EUROPE, FOR ROMANIANS ONLY ? 

One of the accomplishments of the internal European market is that  

Europeans are free to provide their services anywhere in this market, 

consequently since the first of January 2014  Romanian citizens  are allowed to 

work in the Netherlands without a work permit. It goes without saying that 

these  rights are applicable for Dutch nationals in Romania as well. However 

the practice is quite different. 

On the 24 of December 2013  I tried to exercise my European rights  on 

order to perform my trade in another member state of the European Union. On 

this day I was interpreting for a Dutch journalist who had some questions  for 

the Police in the Romanian town of Marosvásárhely / Tirgu Mures. In this city 

The Hungarian language has the status of   an co-official language  and the 

authorities are  obliged to answer written and orally in this language if you 

address them in this language. This of course should not be a practical problem 

since almost 50 % of the city is Hungarian speaking. ( ethnic Hungarians, Jews 

and  Roma ) 

 I asked the police to be helped in Hungarian, which was denied. I was 

assertive and I even showed him the applicable Romanian laws such as article 

120.2 of the Romanian constitution. This article makes it compulsory for 

administrative units in which  20 % of the population is Hungarian speaking to 

answer in Hungarian.  My assertiveness had been rewarded with handcuffs and 

a strong punch on my back as well as an intimidating conversation in which I 

was told not to start a revolution.  

 I was only asked for my ID after I had been beaten in my back in a room, 

which had suddenly been blinden. When they found out that I was Dutch, the 

atmosphere changed and the officials were flabbergasted and even outraged 
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by the fact that my Hungarian was flawless and without an accent. An older 

police officer without an uniform asked me in broken Hungarian and being 

outraged the following: “How it is possible that a Dutch citizen speaks 

Hungarian”?  This even proves that I am perfectly capable of providing high 

quality Dutch Hungarian interpreting services.  

 So to summarize, as a Dutch freelancer I ‘m not able to use my European 

citizen rights in  Romania. The Romanian authorities are doing everything to 

make the free exercise of my work impossible. A Romanian in the Netherlands 

will never be subject to this kind of lawlessness. It goes without saying that I 

found a lawyer who already represents me in this case.   

 I would like to inform all NGTV members  that I experience that those 

rights which are used by Romanians cannot be used by Europeans in Romanian. 

It is not working the other way around.  A radio broadcast has been made:   

https://language-rights.eu/media/2100_0000_dichtbij_nederland_20131225.mp3 also a recording has 

been made of the whole period. https://language-rights.eu/media/munka.mp3  

Drs. G. Landman  

Sworn Interpreter Translator Dutch Hungarian at the court of Amsterdam  

This article appeared in the Linguaan of April 2014, the Original Dutch version can be found here : 

https://language-rights.eu/VRIJ_VERKEER_VAN_DIENSTEN_IN_EUROPA_ALLEEN_VOOR_ROEMENEN.pdf  

Hungarian version : 

https://language-rights.eu/A_SZOLGALTATASOK_SZABAD_ARAMLASA_EUROPABAN_CSAK_A_ROMANOK_ELOJOGA.pdf 

 

Romanian version : 

https://language-rights.eu/01_04_2014_LIBERA_CIRCULATIE_A_SERVICIILOR_ESTE_DOAR_PREROGATIVA_ROMANILOR.pdf 
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LANGUAGE MAP OF TRANSSYLVANIA  The  Hungarians language is a co-official language in those 
administrative units, where at least 20 % of the Hungarian population is ethnic Hungarian. The 
authorities have the constitutional obligation (article 120.2 of the Romanian constitution )  to answer 
verbally and orally in Hungarian if they are addressed in this language.  (source: Wikipedia) 
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ETHNIC LANGAGE MAP OF TRANSSYLVANIA Red = Hungarian Speaking  majority; Blue = Romanian 
majority.  The Hungarian language  had also been spoken by Jews and is also spoken as native 
language by Roma.  
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ORIGINAL DUTCH ARTICLE AS IT APPEARED IN THE LINGUAAN NR 1 of  2014 
 

 
 


